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Background
• Missing data are pervasive and unavoidable in
many clinical trials and can introduce major
issues in analysis/interpretation of study results.
• While methods for addressing missing data have
been developed and thoroughly compared for
trials randomized at the individual level (IRTs),
research on missing data in cluster-randomized
trials (CRTs) is more recent and mainly focuses
on missing outcome data.
• Missing covariate data is prevalent in these trials
and may lead to estimation and inferential
issues for analyses focused on effect
moderation, but the extent of this problem in
CRTs has not been extensively explored.

Methods
Objective: Write a Gibbs Sampler that implements Bayesian multi-level multiple imputation (B-MMI) for CRT data and compare to
popular approaches (simulation study below focuses specifically on estimation of the interaction between 𝐴 and 𝑀)
Overview of algorithm:
1. Set priors / initial values for imputation model parameters using output from fit logistic mixed model
2. For 𝑖 = 2500 iterations, do the following:
a. Impute missing values using current parameter estimates
b. Fit an outcome model and save estimates if 𝑖 ∈ {1100, 1200, 1300, … , 2500} (i.e., thinning + 1000 burn-in iterations)
c. Generate a random Polya-Gamma 𝜔 = 𝑃𝐺(1, 𝑋𝛽 + 𝑏) where 𝑋 is the full design matrix
d. Update 𝛽 as a multivariate normal draw with mean and variance as functions of 𝑋, 𝜔, and the previous imputation
e. Update 𝑏 as a multivariate normal draw using the same information as 𝛽 plus cluster membership. Update precision
of 𝑏 using a Gamma draw. Go back to Step 2a.
3. Combine outcome model estimates using Rubin rules

Key Results from Simulation Study

Common Approaches
•
•
•
•

Complete-case analysis (CCA)
Single imputation (SI)
Multiple imputation (MI)
Multilevel multiple imputation (MMI) where the
imputation model allows for correlation within clusters

Let 𝐴 be the treatment, 𝑀 an effect modifier of interest, 𝑌
the outcome, and 𝑋! , 𝑋" , 𝑋# additional covariates. For the
simulation study, let 𝑏 denote a random effect and
suppose the outcome model is a logistic mixed model:
Y = 𝛽$ + 𝛽! 𝐴 + 𝛽" 𝑀 + 𝛽# 𝐴𝑀 + 𝛽% 𝑋! 𝐴 + 𝛽& 𝑋! 𝑀 +
𝛽' 𝑋! 𝐴𝑀 + 𝛽( 𝑋" 𝐴𝑀 + 𝛽) 𝑋# 𝐴𝑀 + 𝑏 + 𝜖
Various imputation model forms will be considered – note
that the implied model for 𝑀 is complex and doesn’t
necessarily fall into a generalized mixed model framework

Conclusions: Accounting for correlation structure is crucial and Bayesian approaches may have better coverage when the imputation model is mis-specified

